ECOLOGICAL PAINTS

NATURAL MORTARS

FINISHES & TREATMENTS

REPAIRING

CREATE A VENETIAN
STUCCO COATING

Naturglue Premium
Natural adhesive mortar with graphene
technology. Ideal for bonding tiles, ceramics and
as a anchor for insulation boards (EIFS) and
non-flooding solutions.
Biosphere Premium
Lime base natural paint for exteriors
with a matte white finish.

Ecosphere Premium
Lime base natural paint for interiors
with a matte white finish.

HIGHLY BREATHABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE | WASHABLE

HIGHLY BREATHABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE | WASHABLE

Stuki Premium
Natural coating to obtain stuccos
in interiors and exteriors.
EASY TO APPLY | GLOSSY
HIGHLY BREATHABLE

DOUBLE
DECONTAMINANT EFFECT

AmbientPro+ Premium
Photocatalytic natural paint
for interiors and exteriors.
HIGHLY BREATHABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE | WASHABLE

NATURAL LIME MORTARS WITH GRAPHENE

This paint captures the
harmful particles of
your home and
decomposes them
using the incidence of
light, creating...

a healthier
home

L44 Antialgae / mold
L42

MortarBase Premium
COARSE FINISH

MortarFine Premium
FINE FINISH

MortarSuper Premium
SUPER FINE FINISH

Rendering grouts and as a first
regulation coat in rehabilitation,
restoration and new works.

Plastering and smooth
fisnishes in rehabilitation,
restoration and new works.

High decoration finishes (textured,
combed...) in rehabilitation,
restoration and new works.

NaturMortar BASE / FINE
NON-TOXIC
COMPOUNDS

Natural mortars of hydraulic lime.
Ideal as a gripping mortar, first regulation
coat, thanks to its coarse aggregates
(BASE). Also for leveling, shaving,
uniforming and/or giving a finish of
medium grain on plasters (FINE).
COARSE OR FINE FINISH
HIGHLY BREATHABLE

AmbientPrimer Premium
Primer for absorbent supports or
areas prone to algae growth.
L42 for absorbent supports.
L44 - ANTIALGAE / MOLD for cellars,
rooms without ventilation and prone
to the growth of microorganisms.

NATURAL OR
ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

POLLUTING
SUBSTANCES

Easy to apply

StopWater Premium
Anti-moisture treatment prior to painting.
It retains moisture, facilitating painting.
Neutralysal Premium
Colourless saltpeter-resistant treatment.
Prevents the appearance of white spots.
Minerseal Premium
Mineral sealer for sandy supports.
Protects mineral finishes such as plasters, exposed
concrete, calcareous sandstone, etc.

Transform your HOME into a TREE
by painting with GRAPHENSTONE*

HEALTHY
PAINTS
With graphene technology
Thanks to their formula with graphene ﬁbers they
have unique properties:

*Three 15 litre buckets of our paint absorbs more
than 10Kg of CO2. This is the same amount an adult
tree weighing 250Kg would absorb in one year.

More information at:

www.myhomeisatree.com

Transform your HOME
into a TREE by painting with
GRAPHENSTONE

RESISTANCE = Very good washability
DURABILITY = More resistant and durable
FLEXIBILITY = Non cracking or blistering
PERFORMANCE = Work and material savings

WASHABLE
EASY TO CLEAN

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

EXCELLENT
ADHESION

World’s
Most Certiﬁed
Green Brand

More than 13
National & International
Awards

Healthy indoors and outdoors
Thanks to its mineral base and its toxic-free formula
Graphenstone’s paints are:

BREATHABLE = They allow the ﬂow of air in the support
HEALTHY = Ideal for people with allergies or asthma
ODOURLESS = Paint and occupy the room at the time
VOC FREE = Take care of the health of your home

BREATAHBLE
PAINTS

FREE OF VOC
EMISSIONS

ODOURLESS
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